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Color - Circadian - Light - Research
Lighting Education
Where to find information on
Light + Human Health?
Observation – For over 15 years, after each Circadian and Dark Sky seminar,
I would ask the speaker, “Do you have a website where I can learn more?” The
speaker always replied, “No.” Then I would ask, “Should I build one?” every
speaker I asked said ‘YES!”
Question – If I am looking for this information, are others?
If I build it, will they come?
• Test the theory – Build it and see if anyone visits.
• Quantify the experiment - Add a ‘global map’ to log visitors.
• Conclusion – See map at the end.

Create in depth topic
pages on an array of
lighting design queries.

SAMPLE
Circadian

TOPIC

PAGES
Dark Sky

Research & Resources
The Research &
Resources pages are a
place for viewers to find
links to professional
societies, research
organizations and
universities, codes &
standards, and some of
my favorite lighting
books.

Learning Objectives for
each topic page.

Build a website
Teach it to learn it = Lifelong Learning
• How do you refresh your memory after the conventions?
• Where do you learn more or review what you learned?
• How do you give back to your industry where you have spent a lifetime
learning the art and science of illumination?
• What if there was a place to learn the basics of light and color, and be
linked to more in depth research? Can’t find it build it.
Audience - Expert or novice, this information is for you.
• Those new to the field of lighting.
• Professionals who want introduction, review, and background reading.
• Curious novice and interested public.

What do lighting
designers need to know
about light + human
health?

Collaboration
Invitation to Guest Editors

Social Responsibility - will
sharing human factors in
light aid good design?

On the right, is an example
of a guest editor writing
about Synesthesia, a cross
blending of the senses.

Write it, build it, launch it.

Guest Editors and
Researchers are invited to
share knowledge and
create Topic Pages, contact
Trish Odenthal.

Organize Data - Site Architecture
Divide Information into four categories:
• Chroma = Light and Color
• Therapy = Light and Health
• Light = Architectural Lighting Design and Light Pollution
• Research = Resources and Research in Lighting

Chroma Topics

How is this website
organized ?

Light Topics

Why I built this site?
As a professional member of the
Illuminating Engineering Society, I built
this website to promote the art and
science of quality lighting to the public.
‘The IES seeks to improve the lighted
environment by bringing together those
with lighting knowledge and by
translating that knowledge into actions
that benefit the public.’ www.IES.org
This site is independent, designed and
maintained by Trish Odenthal, does
not or endorse any products, and is not
sanctioned by IES. Not intended for
medical advice, consult your doctor.

Conclusion

Therapy Topics

88 Countries shown on Visitor Map from RevolverMaps.com
Yes there is interest – Based on data collected by RevolverMaps, individuals from 88 countries have
visited this site since launch December 2016.
Evaluation and Improvement – This is an ongoing project that will continue to develop as I have
more questions, learn more, refine the content, and include additional guest editors.
Guest Editors – Do you have corrections or something to contribute? Contact Trish Odenthal

Research Topics

Contact
Visit www.ChromaTherapyLight.com | Sign up for our newsletter.

Lighting Designer Lesson - Circadian
Consider the natural rhythms of the human body when designing lighting. Provide opportunities for natural
daylight and a dark nights sleep. Use a variety of lighting levels to articulate the spaces. Understand special
needs of the aging eye in senior care facility design regarding glare and light intensity. Many visually impaired
have difficulty distinguishing between stairs and shadows and seeing the separation between walls and floors,
include analysis of interior finishes in your lighting design.

Lighting Designer Lesson - Dark Sky
Understand the consequences of sky glow, over lighting, and light trespass. Program outdoor lighting to go dim or
off when not needed. Do no harm with your outdoor lighting realizing the impact it has on all living beings
including: a neighbor sleeping, a trout in a stream, or birds navigating at night. Learn about dark sky lighting
fixtures and know that your lighting specifications impact the lives of many. Educate you clients.

www.linkedin.com/in/trishodenthal/
www.instagram.com/trishodenthal/
www.pinterest.com/trishodenthal/
[75 lighting fixture & design boards]

Trish Odenthal
805-705-5295
Architectural Lighting Designer
IES Santa Barbara Section
Trish@TOlighting.com

